
With a curriculum designed for publishers, this course 
shows you how to open new digital revenue streams 
and optimize your content for a digital audience.

Tools Used:
Google AdSense, Google News, Google Surveys, AMP

Publishing and 
Monetization

11 LESSONS - 84 MIN



Advertising: Intro to 
advertising for 
newsrooms
Learn how ads can drive revenue in digital publishing.

LESSON 01



Lesson overview
Make digital ads part of your 
monetization plan.

In today’s world of digital journalism, it can be challenging for 
publications to sustainably produce quality journalism. Digital 
advertising can play an important role in generating revenue. 
There are many tools that make it easy to profitably display ads 
on your site without compromising your readers’ experience, 
or the quality of your news.

What is an ad network?

How do publications get paid?

Many ways to tap into Google’s ad network.
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What is an ad network?

Many businesses may be willing to pay to show ads on 
your site, but the process of finding them on your own is 
challenging. Instead of spending time pitching your site to 
businesses individually, you may want to consider working 
with an ad network.

Ad networks do the hard work of bringing together the 
parties that participate in online advertising, making it 
easier for everyone involved to succeed. They build 
relationships with businesses looking to advertise, and 
sites looking to make money by selling ads. Through an ad 
network, advertisers can get access to a large inventory of 
sites at scale. Ad networks also help publishers find 
advertisers quickly. You can spend less time and effort 
marketing your advertising space, and instead focus on 
creating the best website for your users. Most ad 
networks do a revenue share with their publishing 
partners.

SINGLE STEP
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How do publications get paid?

Ad networks offer multiple payment models: in some, 
advertisers pay to display an ad, in others, they may offer a 
pay-per-click (PPC) model, where advertisers only pay 
when someone clicks on their ad. PPC aligns interests of 
advertisers, publishers, and users. As digital advertising 
has matured, additional “pay for performance” models 
have emerged like “pay per download” and “pay per 
acquisition,” all designed to better meet the needs of 
both parties. 

SINGLE STEP
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There are several advertising products that connect your 
site with the Google ad network. All of them give you 
control over the type of ads you show your audience and 
where they appear.

They include:
AdSense: monetize your website with ads.

AdMob: monetize your apps with ads.

YouTube partner program: monetize your videos with ads.

Google News: monetize your pieces running on 
Google News.

To sign up for an AdSense account, click here.
To open an AdMob account, click here.

Many ways to tap into Google’s ad network.

SINGLE STEP
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You completed “Advertising: Intro to advertising 
for newsrooms.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

Congratulations!

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

14 min estimated time

AdSense: Multi-screen 
advertising for today’s 
reader
How to profit from high-quality ads on mobile, 

tablet, laptop or desktop.
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AdSense: Multi-screen 
advertising for today’s 
reader
How to profit from high-quality ads on mobile, tablet, 
laptop or desktop.

LESSON 02



Lesson overview

How Google AdSense works.

Why multi-screen matters.

Learn about ad formats.
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Anchor ads.

Vignette ads.
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Responsive ad units.6

More multi-screen resources.7
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Connect to your audience wherever 
they are.

In this lesson, you’ll learn how to monetize your site with 
high-quality ads that automatically adapt to different screen 
sizes, so you can create a great user experience and earn 
revenue whether people view your site on a smartphone, tablet 
or desktop. You’ll also learn about ad formats including text, 
display, rich media, and more. 
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STEP 2 OF 4

How Google AdSense works.

AdSense is a free, simple way to earn money by placing ads on your website. 
Here are the key points to how it works:

You choose the right ad types and formats for your 
site. Ad types include text, display, or a mix of the two.

Choose where you want ads to appear. Copy and paste 
a piece of code on your site where you want to show ads.

STEP 1 OF 4
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Advertisers bid for your ad space in a real-time 
auction. Only the highest paying ads go live.

STEP 4 OF 4

STEP 3 OF 4
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AdSense handles the process of billing the advertisers 
and networks. When ads are seen or clicked, you’ll 
automatically earn money. You get paid once you’ve 
accrued a certain minimum amount.

https://support.google.com/adsense/answer/154018


Why multi-screen matters.

Online audiences today access content through several 
different devices – laptops, mobile, smartwatches and 
more. Sixty-one percent of users  said that if they didn't 
find what they were looking for right away on a mobile 
site, they'd move on. 

To stay competitive and provide a good user experience, 
it’s important to optimize your site for multiple screens. 
That means you also need to adjust your site’s ad 
experience accordingly. AdSense makes this easy with 
different ad formats that work well in different 
context–anchor ads, vignette ads, and responsive 
ad units.

To learn more, check out this video of monetizing on 
multi-screen.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 3

Learn about ad formats.

There’s a wide variety of ad types, including: text, display, rich media, link units, 
responsive ads and matched content. Take some time to familiarize yourself with 
them to determine the optimal mix for your site. 

A text ad typically includes a title, one or two lines of text, 
and a button or link to click through to a website. 

Display ads are graphical ads that compete in the same 
auction for your ad space that text ads do. So, choosing to 
show both text and display ads increases the competition 
and may help you earn more. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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Rich media ads include dynamic image ads, video ads and 
HTML ads.

STEP 3 OF 3
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Anchor ads.

This ad format is primarily used on mobile and sticks to the 
bottom of the page as the user scrolls. Our version of 
anchor ads are smooth, can always be dismissed by the 
user, and are smart. Because these are quite prominent 
ads, we reserve them to only show at the best times so 
that they have the biggest impact. In other words, we’ll 
only show anchor ads when a user hasn’t already seen that 
many and when these ad slots can be filled with 
high-paying ads. 

SINGLE STEP
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Vignette ads.

Vignettes are mobile full-screen ads that appear between 
site pages--such as when a user navigates through a long 
article. Because they are considered more interruptive, we 
reserve them for only the highest value impressions. 

To ensure that a single user isn’t overwhelmed by 
vignettes, we pre-load them. When a user leaves a page, 
the ad immediately appears, allowing the next page to 
load in the background. This makes transitions quick and 
lets users skip the ads at anytime.  

SINGLE STEP
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Responsive ad units.

Responsive web design dynamically controls the 
presentation of your website according to the properties 
of the screen/device where it’s being viewed. A responsive 
ad unit controls the size of the ads on your page, in line 
with how you control the rest of your page layout across 
devices.

To simplify your code and save you time, our responsive 
ad code automatically adapts the ad unit size to your page 
layout. AdSense calculates the required size dynamically 
based on the width of the ad unit’s parent container, then 
determines the best standard height to go with it.

AdSense also supports ad size changes after a screen 
orientation change. So, when a tablet or phone goes from 
portrait to landscape, we’ll request and load a new ad with 
the correct dimensions to fit the new layout.

SINGLE STEP
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More multi-screen resources.

To see examples of more ad types, click here.

For in-depth guidance and helpful tips on optimizing 
AdSense for multiple screen formats, check out these 
resources:

Video:  #AdSense101 - Monetizing for Multiscreen
Free ebook:  DoubleClick Mobile Web Speed Toolkit

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “AdSense: Multi-screen 
advertising for today’s reader.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

10 min estimated time

AdSense: 
Getting started

How to sign up, set up and start monetizing 

your site.
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AdSense: 
Getting started
How to sign up, set up and start monetizing your site.

LESSON 03



Lesson overview

Make sure your site is ready.

Apply for an account.

Connect your website to AdSense.
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Google will review your account for approval.

Create your first ad unit.
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Congratulations. You’re part of the AdSense network.6

How to begin monetizing your site 
with AdSense.

This lesson will take you through all the steps to set up and 
connect your site to Google AdSense, so that you can start 
running ads and monetizing your site.
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STEP 2 OF 2

Make sure your site is ready.

This course will walk you through how to sign up, set-up, and start profiting from 
your publication via AdSense. 

Before you apply to join the ad network, make sure your site is in top condition. 
Two important areas of focus are:

Great original content that engages your readers and 
leads to more page views.

A steady stream of regular visitors -- especially those who 
share your content on social media, thereby driving even 
more traffic to your site.

STEP 1 OF 2
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STEP 2 OF 3

Apply for an account.

When you're ready, you can apply for an AdSense account at 
google.com/adsense/signup.

Here’s what you’ll need: 

Your Google account login and password.

Your site filled with original, engaging content that meets 
our program policies. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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The phone number and postal address associated with 
your bank account so you can get paid. 

STEP 3 OF 3
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STEP 2 OF 6

Connect your website to AdSense.

Sign in to your AdSense account at google.com/adsense. To connect your site, 
follow the steps below, or visit the help page for more detailed instructions.

On your homepage, click the menu on the upper left and 
click My ads.

Select Auto ads. 

STEP 1 OF 6
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Click Get Started.

Choose the types of ads you’d like to feature on your site. 
Anchor ads and Vignette ads are pre-selected at the 
bottom of the page. Then click Save. 

Copy the code that appears in the pop-up. Then click 
Done.

STEP 4 OF 6

STEP 5 OF 6

STEP 3 OF 6
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Paste the code into the HTML of your page, right after the 
<head> tag. Your method for this will depend on how you 
edit your site, e.g., HTML editor, website builder, CMS, etc.

STEP 6 OF 6
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Google will review your account for approval.

Once our systems detect that you've placed the ad code 
on a live page on your sign-up URL, we automatically 
continue the review process and check that your site 
complies with our policies. When we've completed the 
review (typically in 1-2 days), we’ll email you about your 
application status. For more information, see Application 
review waiting time.

Even after your initial review, AdSense will continue to 
check that your site complies with our program policies. 
Many things can trigger policy violation warnings, such as 
unauthorized use of copyrighted material, or deceptive 
layouts that makes it hard for users to distinguish between 
content and ads. 

If your application is not approved at this stage, you'll 
receive an email explaining the disapproval reason and 
possible next steps that you can take.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 6

Create your first ad unit.

Once your website has been approved by AdSense, you can create your first 
ad unit.

In the menu, select My ads and then click on Ad units.

Then click + New ad unit. 

STEP 1 OF 6
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Choose the type and placement of ad you want by clicking 
Select. 

Next, follow the prompts to automatically or manually 
select ad types.

STEP 4 OF 6

Then, click on “Save and get code.”

STEP 5 OF 6

STEP 3 OF 6
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Finally,  copy and paste the ad code generated into the 
HTML editor of the website you registered with. Make sure 
to place your ad code on a page that receives traffic. 

STEP 6 OF 6
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Congratulations. You’re part of the 
AdSense network.

Your site can now run ads that will generate revenue. 

For additional support in getting started, check out our 
complete AdSense guide. 

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “AdSense: Getting started.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

5 min estimated time

AdSense: Optimize ad 
viewability

Increase revenue by understanding how ad 

views are measured.
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AdSense: 
Optimize ad viewability
Increase revenue by understanding how ad views are 
measured.

LESSON 04



Lesson overview
What does “viewability” mean?

Ads used to be measured by impressions – if a page loaded, 
and the ad was on it, then it counted as an impression. The 
problem with this is that if the ad was “below the fold,” the user 
wouldn’t see it unless they scrolled down. 

Today, the industry standard is “viewable impressions.”  Media 
Rating Council and IAB define a display ad as viewable when at 
least 50% of the ad is within the viewable space on the user’s 
screen for at least 1 second. That means an ad unit on the first 
screen ("above the fold") will be counted as viewable if a user 
opens the screen for one second, but an ad below the first 
screen will not be counted unless the viewer scrolls down. For 
video ads, the measurement is two seconds. To learn more 
about viewability and how it’s measured, check out this 
interactive demo.

How improving viewability helps publishers.

Ad sizes can affect viewable impressions.

Best practices for mobile optimization.
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Learn from other publishers.4
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How improving viewability helps publishers.

Advertisers tend to bid more for viewable impressions 
because these ads have a higher chance of being seen 
and engaging their audience. You can track viewability in 
the Active View index in AdSense. It measures the 
percentage of ads that are viewable out of the total 
number of ads on the page. For example, if one out of two 
ads are viewable, the rating is 50%. For most web 
publishers, if we increase the current viewability average 
of 40% to 70%, we can potentially see a CPM uplift 
of 109%

Focusing on viewability will increase the long-term value 
of ad inventory. If an ad unit is rarely viewed, you may learn 
that viewers don't scroll to that area, quickly scroll past it, 
or that the ad size or format needs adjustment. 
You can discover the most (and least) valuable spots on 
your site and optimize your ad units accordingly.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 3

Ad sizes can affect viewable impressions.

In general, the higher the viewability index, the more users are seeing the ads on 
your site. But, few sites reach 100% ― 50% is a more typical target. To maximize 
the impact of your ad space, try test these methods: 

Move 320x50 or 320x100 ads below the navigation. 
Ads at the very top of the page risk being scrolled off 
before they even load. 

Replace 320x50 ad units with 320x100. Revenue per 
thousand impressions (RPM) tends to increase with the 
large mobile banner ad. By using the 320x100 ad unit, you 
allow the 320x50 ad to compete as well, doubling the 
fill-rate competition. The best practice is to put the ad just 
above the fold. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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Another idea is to use 300x250 ads for a potential 
increase in fill rates and RPMs. 300x250 is built to fit 
most mobile screens. It also tends to have a high fill rate 
(and higher RPMs) since many advertisers prefer this size. 
Research has shown that a 300x250 ad unit placed just 
below the fold could generate an approximate 50% 
viewability rate.

STEP 3 OF 3
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Best practices for mobile optimization.

As you improve viewability, you can also improve the user 
experience and decrease accidental clicks and spam rates 
by leaving room between ads and the content. Typically, 
150 pixels of space is a good starting point; test and adjust 
to see what works best with your content. 

To increase mobile viewability, you can also use AdSense’s 
two page-level ad formats: anchor and vignette. Anchor 
ads stick to the bottom of the page as the user scrolls, so 
they are always above the fold (ATF). They are smooth, 
easily dismissed, and typically reserved for high RPM ads. 
Vignettes are mobile full-screen ads that appear as users 
navigate between pages of a site and can be dismissed at 
any given time.

SINGLE STEP
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Learn from other publishers.

Watch case study videos to see how publishers such as 
The Japan Times and CGN Brazil are using AdSense. To see 
how moving ads to different placements can affect 
revenue, watch this case study from woodworking 
blogger Les Kenny from BuildEazy.com.

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “AdSense: Optimize ad 
viewability.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

10 min estimated time

AdSense: How user-focused 
design drives revenue

Engaging your audience is the key to AdSense 

success.
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AdSense: How 
user-focused design 
drives revenue
Engaging your audience is the key to AdSense success.

LESSON 05



Lesson overview
Monitor your site performance.

With millions of websites competing for readers’ attention, 
publishers have to work harder than ever to engage their 
audiences. That means producing unique content and 
delivering it with seamless user experience. 

When it comes to monetization, you’ll want to track some key 
performance indicators including:

Return visitors
Bounce rate
Pages per visit
Time on site
Shares

You can use the free version of Google Analytics to begin 
tracking your performance. Once you know what’s working 
(and what’s not), you can look for ways to improve your site 
design to capture more AdSense revenue. 

Design user journeys, not just web pages.

Create a “moments map.”

Make it easy for readers to find what they’re looking for.
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Design user journeys, not just web pages.

The most successful AdSense users create a holistic 
experience for users. Rather than designing web page 
destinations, try thinking of it as a user journey. Cohesive 
messaging and user-focused site design deliver greater 
results for both your audience and your business. 

SINGLE STEP
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Create a “moments map.”

A “moments map” will help you identify the user moments 
you absolutely want to win or can’t afford to lose. It lays 
the foundation for a good user experience and 
encourages site design to focus on the flow of audience 
engagement. 

Examine and map out all phases of the user journey for 
your reader, and look for the moments where people want 
to get the latest headlines, dive into a deeper topic, be 
inspired, see an infographic or connect with other readers. 
Then determine the best format to share your content 
while meeting the time limitations of various visitor types.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 2

Make it easy for readers to find what they’re 
looking for.

Research shows that 67% of users will leave your site if it takes too many steps 
get their desired information. 

As an AdSense publisher, you can use Matched Content, 
our free content recommendation tool, to promote 
relevant content from your site to your current visitors. 
Delivering personalized article recommendations to your 
audience at the right time and place will further engage 
them. 

If you want to better understand your audience, use gated 
content to gain insights. By putting exclusive, desirable 
content behind forms and prompting newsletter signups 
or Google Opinion Rewards survey answers, you can gain 
user insights. And when you better understand what your 
audience cares about, you can produce content that 
resonates. 

STEP 1 OF 2
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Calls to action.

What do you want your audience to do? Be sure to spell it 
out with clearly defined, interactive calls to action. These 
can include bold “sign up” or “read more” buttons and 
casual prompts directing viewers toward specific content 
or pages.  

To learn more, download the AdSense Guide to Audience 
Engagement.

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “AdSense: How user-focused 
design drives revenue.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

5 min estimated time

Google News: Apply for 
publication

Reach a wider audience by joining our global 

news network.
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Google News: 
Apply for publication
Reach a wider audience by joining our global news 
network.

LESSON 06



Lesson overview
Get your news seen by millions.

Google News has over 65,000 high-quality news sites from 
around the world. Our incredibly diverse array of sites ranges 
from blogs on niche topics to big publications covering entire 
metropolitan areas. New publishers are always invited to add 
their original, timely content.

Check out our FAQ video on YouTube  Watch now

Is your site right for Google News?

Verify site ownership.

Tell us about your site.
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Is your site right for Google News?

Your first step is to review the guidelines in the Google 
News Publisher Help Center. While doing so, be sure to ask 
yourself, “Does my site provide timely, original reporting 
that would be of interest to Google News users?” If so, we 
encourage you to apply for inclusion.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 2

Verify site ownership.

After you’ve thoroughly reviewed our content, quality and technical guidelines, 
you’ll need to verify ownership of your site.

If you’re part of a large organization, you may need your webmaster’s help to 
access the right information. 

Go to the Google Webmaster Tools site, type in your 
website URL and click Add a Property.

Verify your ownership using one of these methods: meta 
tagging your homepage, uploading an HTML file, 
contacting your domain name provider or using your 
Google Analytics code.

STEP 1 OF 2
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STEP 2 OF 2

Tell us about your site.

Once you’ve proven ownership of your site, you can apply for inclusion in Google 
News by opening the Publisher Center. 

You should see your site--or sites--listed. Click the 
“Request Inclusion in Google News” by the site’s name and 
fill out the brief application.

After you’ve submitted your application, you can check 
back in the Publisher Center in 1-3 weeks to see your 
inclusion status. We look forward to reviewing your 
content!

STEP 1 OF 2
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Congratulations!
You completed “Google News: Apply for 
publication.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

5 min estimated time

Google Opinion Rewards: 
Monetize your site

Earn revenue by running simple surveys.
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Google Opinion 
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your site
Earn revenue by running simple surveys.
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Lesson overview
What is Google Opinion Rewards?

Many businesses and brands use Google Surveys to get fast, 
reliable opinions from users. Publications that host these 
surveys earn revenue through a program called Google 
Opinion Rewards. 

You can join this network of thousands of publishers and earn 
incremental revenue for your content.  

Watch this Gannett case study video to see how the publisher 
of USA Today monetized their sites using Google Opinion 
Rewards.

How it works.

Create your account.

Users answer questions on your site.
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Track your earnings on your publisher’s report.

Learn more about Google Opinion Rewards.
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How it works.

When you join Google Opinion Rewards, you’ll get paid 
every time one of your readers responds to a survey on 
your site. You may have seen these short, user-friendly 
questionnaires pop up on other sites you visit. As a 
publisher, you control where and how often survey 
prompts appear, as well as how much content to make 
available to respondents in return for their answers.

Google Opinion Rewards is separate from the AdSense 
network, meaning you do not need to run AdSense ads to 
join. However, you will need an active AdSense account to 
receive payment for completed surveys. 

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 2

Create your account.

To begin, go to surveys.google.com/publishers and click 
Sign up.

Fill in the fields and click Submit. The Google Opinion 
Rewards Team will review your application and notify you 
once your site is approved to display paid surveys. 

STEP 1 OF 2
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Users answer questions on your site.

When a survey appears on your site, it will hide a portion 
of your content (i.e. an article). Users will be prompted to 
Take the Survey to reveal the hidden content. Alternately, 
you may offer readers the opportunity to Skip or Sign up, 
depending on your strategy. 

You always control where and how often survey prompts 
appear, so you can make them as prominent or 
unobtrusive as you’d like. 

SINGLE STEP
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Track your earnings on your publisher’s report.

Google Opinion Rewards automatically monitors your 
surveys, completion rate, and payments due. The data is 
aggregated in a user-friendly report. You can monitor how 
different survey placements perform and use these 
insights to optimize your revenue.

SINGLE STEP
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Learn more about Google Opinion Rewards.

To see more case studies and learn more about Google 
Opinion Rewards, click here.

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “Google Opinion Rewards: 
Monetize your site.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

5 min estimated time

Google News Publisher Center: 
Improving discovery of new 
content
The importance of accurate site information.
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Google News Publisher 
Center: Improving 
discovery of new 
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Lesson overview
Keeping us current.

Google News Publisher Center allows you to keep our record 
of your site and its articles up to date, which makes it easier for 
Google News readers to discover your latest content.

Whenever you make revisions to your news site, whether 
changing its name or adding new sections, add those changes 
in Google News Publisher to make sure all your current work 
shows up in Google News.

Verifying ownership of your site.

Updating your site details.

Adding and editing sections.
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Verifying ownership of your site.

If you have not already added and verified ownership of 
your site in Google News Publisher, you’ll need to do this 
first.

Click Verify site in Webmaster Tools on the homepage to 
get started. Note that once ownership of your site is 
verified, inclusion in Google News may take one to three 
weeks.

SINGLE STEP
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STEP 2 OF 3

Updating your site details.

Once you are verified, you can edit your site’s name, source labels (e.g. blog) and 
Google+ page URL. 

If you’re updating the name of your site, be sure to review our site naming 
guidelines before making a change. 

As for source labels, only apply them here if they’re applicable to all sections of 
your publication. For instance, add the “Satire” label if your entire publication is 
satire content, but if only a few articles on your site are satirical, we’d recommend 
using content tags in your news sitemap to label this content instead.

Click the Details button in the Details section of the 
Google News Publisher Center.

Click the Edit button at the top of the next page. 

STEP 1 OF 3
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Then edit your name and tags and click Save.

STEP 3 OF 3
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STEP 2 OF 5

Adding and editing sections.

When you add a new section to your site, we highly recommend adding it to the 
Publisher Center to help improve discovery of your content.

Click Sections on the details page, then click Add Section 
at the top of the screen.

Under URL, enter the URL of your section. 

STEP 1 OF 5
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You can also select the section label (in this example, 
Technology) that best describes that section of your 
publication. 

Press Save to save your changes. 

To edit a section, click the Edit button to the right of the 
section you’d like to edit. You can then update its URL 
and/or labels. After you’ve finished updating your section, 
be sure to click Save to save your changes.

STEP 4 OF 5

STEP 5 OF 5

STEP 3 OF 5
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STEP 2 OF 2

Reviewing your information.

When you view your news source information for the first time in the Google 
News Publisher Center, check to see if the listed sections accurately match 
your publication.

If you see any outdated sections you would like to delete, 
click the check box to the left of that section.

Then click Delete Active at the top of the page.

STEP 1 OF 2
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Congratulations!
You completed “Google News Publisher Center: 
Improving discovery of new content.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

10 min estimated time

AMP: Accelerated Mobile 
Pages

A faster mobile web experience for everyone.
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Lesson overview
What is AMP?

“AMP”, short for Accelerated Mobile Pages, is a open-source 
project to make the web fast and user-friendly, especially on 
mobile. AMP enables publishers to build web pages that load 
almost instantly across the web, including distribution 
platforms like Twitter and Google. For readers, that means 
blazing fast content on their mobile devices and on desktop.

Within Google, you’ll recognize AMP by the “lightning bolt” 
symbol on articles found on surfaces like Google Search.  AMP 
pages also are linked from Bing’s iOS and Android app and 
social networks such as LinkedIn, Pinterest, Twitter, Medium, 
Feedly and a growing list of sites. 

The need for speed.

How AMP benefits news publishers.

Visibility in search results.
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The need for speed.

On mobile, speed matters most. Slow-loading pages not 
only frustrate readers, they can drive them away: 53% of 
mobile site visits are abandoned if pages take longer than 
three seconds to load. Yet the average load time for a 
mobile site over 3G is 19 seconds!

Slower pages also stifle engagement and monetization 
opportunities. While many factors impact overall revenue, 
publishers whose mobile sites load in five seconds are 
projected to earn up to 2x more mobile ad revenue than 
those whose sites load in 19 seconds.*

*Based on analysis of 10k mobile web domains and data 
from Google Analytics and Double Click. From “The Need 
for Mobile Speed”

SINGLE STEP
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How AMP benefits news publishers.

Over 56 million domains are already using AMP. This 
includes news publishers like the Washington Post, who 
improved their page load times by 88% and increased 
retention from mobile search users by 23%.

On average, AMP pages load 4x faster than non-AMP 
pages and use 10x less data. That means your readers get 
the content they want quickly, with a median load time of 
less than a second. 

To see the full Washington Post AMP case study, 
click here.

SINGLE STEP
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Visibility in search results.

Along with increased speeds, publishers can expect their 
AMP pages to surface in Google Search results, and in 
other mobile-friendly placements like Google News.

AMP pages with the proper markup are eligible to surface 
in an AMP-only carousel in Search. Your AMP articles can 
also surface on Google News in a carousel featuring up to 
14 articles and within story clusters. Google continues to 
develop more placements for AMP pages. 

SINGLE STEP
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See who’s already using AMP.

Launched in 2015, the AMP project has already attracted 
many of the world’s most respected news organizations 
and popular content distribution platforms. To date over 6 
billion AMP pages have been created. As the project 
continues to grow, we anticipate that it will continue to 
improve and evolve, with enhanced ads and analytics in 
partnership with AMP vendors. 

To learn more, visit the AMP project website, or continue 
to our “AMP: Getting Started” lesson.

SINGLE STEP
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Congratulations!
You completed “AMP: Accelerated 
Mobile Pages.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson:

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:

10 min estimated time

AMP: Publishing with AMP

Learn about content management, 

monetization and analytics with Accelerated 

Mobile Pages.
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AMP: Publishing 
with AMP
Learn about content management, monetization and 
analytics with Accelerated Mobile Pages.
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Lesson overview
What type of content works with 
AMP?

The Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) Project is an open source 
initiative that makes the mobile web faster for everyone. 

AMP is great for all types of web content such as news, 
recipes, movies, product pages, reviews, videos, blogs, 
ecommerce and more. It is less useful for single page apps that 
use lots of dynamic or interactive features, such as route 
mapping, email or social networks.

As you begin learning AMP, you’ll want to have answers to 
these questions in mind:
What type of content do you produce?
How do you currently publish your content?
How do you monetize your content?
What analytics do you use to track engagement?

Publishing your AMP pages.

How to monetize your content.

Analytics and measurement.
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Publishing your AMP pages.

Depending on your current process, publishing AMPs 
could be as simple as installing a plugin compatible with 
your content management system (CMS) to automatically 
create them for you or adjusting templates to generate 
them. 

If you use a prepackaged CMS like Wordpress, check to 
see if it’s on the list of supporting providers under the 
“CMS” section, here.

If you use your own CMS, check out the getting 
started guide.

SINGLE STEP
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How to monetize your content.

After you’ve figured out how to integrate with your CMS, 
you need to determine how your content is monetized and 
whether or not AMP is compatible with your ad tech 
provider.

Many popular ad tech providers already support AMP, 
including Rubicon, Doubleclick, and MOAT among others.

Check out the list of supported ad networks and ad 
formats, here.

The AMP project also supports paywalls and subscriptions. 
This means that you can restrict or minimize access to 
your AMP pages for people who are not subscribers. Learn 
about paywall access integrations, here.

SINGLE STEP
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Analytics and measurement.

As you can see from this list, the AMP format is 
compatible with many analytics providers.

You can use analytics to configure multiple data capture 
elements. AMP then manages all of the instrumentation to 
come up with the data.

To explore implementation of analytics in AMP pages in 
depth, read this article.

SINGLE STEP
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Resources for developers.

Since AMP is an open source collaboration across many 
technology companies and platforms, there are ample 
resources for your site’s developers to tap into. 

To get an overview of how AMP works, watch this video on 
the AMP YouTube channel.

For AMP HTML source code and the the latest work being 
done on the project see GitHub.

For the complete documentation on AMP HTML, visit the 
project site:  ampproject.org. 
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Congratulations!
You completed “AMP: Publishing with AMP.”

To continue building your digital journalism skills and work toward Google News 
Initiative certification, go to our Training Center website and take another lesson.

For more Publishing and Monetization lessons, visit:
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